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hat Is Evolution?
Evolution,as the term is commonly used, refersto
scientific theories about life on Earth.But in the simplest of terms evolutionis a process of change.This article defines the process of evolution in universalterms
taken from the physical sciences and the philosophy of
science. Doing so shows that evolution is not confined
to organicsystems, such as life on Earth,but is, instead,
a generalcharacteristicof the universeitself. To demonstrate this the article explores the historical nature of
changein our universe,changeproduced by the operation of dynamicprocesses at the smallest and largestof
scales.The explorationbegins, appropriatelyenough, at
the beginning of our universeas a historicalsystem.
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Historical Systems
If we survey modern astronomy,and its sub-disciplines cosmology and astrophysics, what large scale
fundamental features of our universe become apparent? First of all, our universe had a beginning. Results
from NASA'sWilkinson MicrowaveAnisotropy Probe
(the WMAPproject) have placed the beginning of the
universe at 13.7 billion years ago (WMAP/NASA,
2003). Even 10 years ago careful cosmologists would
offer only that the universe was somewhere between
10 and 20 billion years old. Today astronomers confidently tell us that the 13.7 billion-year-oldfigure has a
marginof errorof only just over 1%.The WMAPstudy
has also increased the resolution of the early events in
the universe offeringan estimate of 379,000 years after
the beginning of the universe (the "BigBang")for the
decoupling of matter and energy that produced the
cosmic microwavebackground radiation,and placing
the formation of the first stars at approximately200
million years after the Big Bang. The study has also
produced an estimate for the rate of expansion of the
universe, as defined by the Hubble constant (H o), of
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H o = 71 kilometers/second/Mega-parsec,with a margin of error of about 5%. It has also verified that the

geometry of the universe is flat and, as a result, the
universe will expand forever.Put as succinctly as possible, the universe is expanding and fundamentally
changing as time passes and will continue to do so forever. The concept of historical systems is any well
defined system that has a cumulativechanging history
(Alles, 1998). Our universe is a historical system with
a beginning, cumulative change through time, and a
potentiallyintelligible end.

Absolute Change

Space and time are dynamicquantities:when a
bodymoves,or aforceacts,it affectsthecurvature
of space and time-and in turn the structureof
space-timeaffectsthe way in which bodiesmove
andforcesact. Spaceand timenot only affectbut
also areaffectedby everythingthathappensin the
universe.
-Hawking, 1988, 33

What this means is that,in an absolute sense, every
instant the universe changes irreversibly.Thus every
moment in the history of the universe is unique. What
we need to recognize from this, in order to understand
the universalnatureof evolution,is that our universeis
a dynamicplace that is constantlychangingirreversibly
on the largestand smallest of scales.

Natural Processes & Initial
Conditions
To understand the implications of constant irreversible change in our universe, we must distinguish
between naturalprocesses or "howthe universeworks"
and initial conditions, the physical state of the universe
at any given instant of time or "howthe universeis."
A biological example of "how the universe works,"
or the processes in nature, would be the life cycle of
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Initialconditions or "howthe universeis"is the historicallycontingent state of the universe as we find it.
On the other hand, the naturalprocesses at work that
produceinitialstates, "howthe universeworks,"remain
unchanged.In other words, a process, as in the example
of the life cycle,is a sequenced set of changes that transforms something from one state to another,but is itself
not changed.
Using this definition of process, is evolution, then,
just a process of change?The answer is yes, it is. What
is still missing,however,is a fundamentaldescriptionof
what the process of evolutionis.

Natural Algorithms
The "process of evolution,"in reality,describes a
class of related natural algorithms. What is an algorithm?The philosopher of science Daniel Dennett has
analyzed this question at length in his book Darwin's
DangerousIdea (Dennett, 1995), and provides the following answer.
By Dennett's definitionan algorithmhas:
* substrate neutrality. The power of the process is
due to its logicalstructure,not the propertiesof
the materials involved in its particular occurrence.
* underlying mindlessness. Although the overall
organizationof the process may yield brilliant
results, each constituentstep, as well as the transition between steps, is utterlysimple.
* guaranteed results. Whateverit is that an algorithm does, it always does it. If it occurs without
misstep, an algorithmis a foolproofrecipe.
This does not mean that an algorithmmust always
produce the same result. Because of absolute change,
algorithms of natural processes always operate on a
unique set of initialconditions,that,in turn,producehistorically-contingentoutcomes. Evolutionaryalgorithms
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If you look at the largest scale of both time and
space in the history of the universe, it's clear that the
universehas changed. If nothing else, the universe has
expanded and continues to expand. But to see the
absolutenatureof changein our universewe must look
at it as defined by Einstein'stheory of generalrelativity.
In general relativity the universe is an entity called
space-timethat is createdby the distributionof energy
and matter.If we understand that all events produce
changes in the energy-matterdistribution of the universe, then, no matter how small, all events produce
changes in the very fabric of the universe. In Steven
Hawking'swords:

organismssuch as ourselves.We areborn. We grow and
develop. We reproduce,then grow old, and die. This is
one of the centralprocesses of life and, out of necessity,
we are all acquaintedwith it. "How the universe is" is
subtly different,and represents the historical outcome
of the operation of naturalprocesses. Using the example of the life cycle, our view of "how the universe is"
would be the history of a specific life cycle. Charles
Darwin was born in 1809, graduatedfrom Cambridge
Universityin 1831, and marriedsoon afterhis returnto
Englandin 1836, had eight children,published On the
Originof Speciesin 1859, grew old, and died in 1882.
This is a specific life cycle, unique in the history of life
on Earth,and never to be repeatedagain.

are a foolproofrecipefor cumulativechange,whereeach
outcome of the algorithmicprocess operatingon a historicalsystem is differentfrom the last. What is guaranteed is changeitself.
WhatDarwindiscoveredwas not reallyone algorithm but, rather,a large class of relatedalgorithmsthathe hadno clearwayto distinguish.We
can now reformulate
hisfundamentalidea asfollows:Life on Earthhas beengeneratedover billionsofyears in a singlebranchingtree- the Tree
algorithmic
process
of Life- by one (evolutionary)
or another.
-Dennett, 1995, 50-51

Cause & Effect in Closed Systems
What characteristics,then, are common to all natural evolutionaryalgorithmsthat makes them variations
on a single theme?The answertakesus back to the fundamentalfeaturesof our universe.The universe is not
only a historicalsystem;it is also a closed system.
One of the basic assumptionsof science is that our
universe is, by definition,all that there is. This means
thatall of the causes thatproduceeffectsin the universe
are within one system. If science were to assume,
instead, that causes could come from outside our universe and produce effects within it, it would then be
impossible to make scientific predictions or construct
scientificexplanations.This is because there would be
no way of telling whether a phenomenon was caused
from without or within. You simply can't have it both
ways.Youeitheroperateunder the assumptionthat the
universeis a closed system or you give up trying to do
science (Pennock, 1999).
The implicationsof this, when coupled to the historical nature of our universe, are staggering.What it
means is that cause and effectin the universeexist in a
closed casual loop where the initial conditions upon

Evolution as a Fundamental
Process in our Universe
Constantirreversiblechangein our universemeans
that as time flows forward,the initial conditions in the
presentwill alwaysbe differentfor the operationof naturalalgorithms.What must be added to this to describe
evolutionaryalgorithmsis an historicalsubstrateupon
which the process operates to produce cumulative
change.In the universeat largethat historicalsubstrate
is the universeitself. Evolutionaryalgorithms,because
of theirsubstrateneutrality,arenot restrictedto organic
systems. Our universe has evolved through time. All
starsevolve,and dependingon theirsize and local environment, they evolve in differentways with different
outcomes. Each star is unique in itself. Solar systems
evolvealong with theircentralstars.Planetsevolve.The
planet Earthhas evolvedin concert with the evolution
of life. Our atmosphere,the very air we breathe, has
evolvedin an intricatedance betweenlife and inanimate
molecules of carbondioxide and oxygen.
Using the term "evolution"in this sense is not
metaphorical.All evolutionaryalgorithmsshare certain
characteristicsin common.And it is the sharedlogic of
these characteristics,along with substrate neutrality,
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which a process can operate are always the historical
resultof the last cycleof the process.In otherwords,the
output of the process becomes the only possible input
for the next round of the process (see Figure1).
Thisdefinitionof a closed systemcan be modifiedby
sayingthatit is possibleto definea systemas historicalif
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What Dennett doesn't clarifyuntil laterin his book
is that, as it concerns evolution in naturalsystems, we
are talking about natural algorithms - algorithmic
processes in nature that have the above characteristics
but do not have an end-directedgoal. They exist and
operatebut they are not algorithmsfor producingparticularoutcomes.Theyhave no teleologicalpurpose,no
"finalcause."This is Aristotle'sfourthdivisionof causality, and it is final not in the temporalsense of coming
last, but in the Latin meaning of ultimate purpose.
Natural algorithms are distinct from constructedalgorithms- algorithmsthat have been createdby humans
to produce particularoutcomes as in mathematicsand
computers.

that justifies the claim that evolution is not unique to
living systems.

it is in some way "effectively"
closed.In this way it can be
seen that life on Earthis a closed system, while at the
same time acknowledgingthat thereis externalinput to
the system in the form of energy from the sun and an
occasionalmeteorite.Lifeon Earthis a "closed"systemin
one centralcharacteristic- afterits origin,life can only
come fromlife.The processof life thatis closed is reproduction. The genetic process of reproductionforms an
unbrokenphysicallink fromthe firstorganismson Earth
to life today,and,in this,it is a closed system.It is the historicalsubstrateof the DNAmoleculeitself that the evolutionaryalgorithmof life operateson to producecumulativechange.

As unlikely as it may seem, the process of star formationalso exists in a closed casualloop. The firststars
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What Is Evolution?
Evolutionis a class of naturalalgorithms,a type of
causalrelationshipthat produces cumulativechange in
historical systems. Evolutionaryprocesses, including
the evolutionof life on Earth,area fundamentalcharacteristicof our universe.
One of the negativeeffects of the religious controversyin Americaover evolutionmay be a disinclination
by the advocates of evolution to publicly explore its
underlyingnature (Pennock, 1999). This is extremely
unfortunatebecause, as I have tried to show in this
paper,ratherthan showing any weakness, an examination of evolution'sfundamentalnaturenot only serves
to strengthenthe evidence of its centralimportanceto
biology,but to all of science.
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To illustratethis, if I substitute"genepool"for "output"and "input"in Figure 1, and "evolutionby natural
selection"for "process,"then a descriptionof the closed
system of geneticswould read:The gene pool produced
by the operation of naturalprocesses, such as natural
selection,actingon the last generationof a given species
is the only availablegenetic information that can be
passed on to the next generationof that species and so
on throughouttime.The effectof repeatingthis process
throughtime producescumulativechangein the historical substrateof genetics or, in a single word, it evolves.

were formedfromthe primordialhydrogenand helium
gas producedby the Big Bangand almost nothing else.
Therewereno elementsheavierthanhelium availablein
significantquantities.Butwith the evolutionarylife and
death of the first stars, heavier elements were formed
from hydrogen and helium by nucleosynthesis in the
center of stars and by the supernovadeaths of massive
stars.The clouds of gas fromwhich the second generation of stars formedwere then enrichedwith heavy elements. Our sun is considered to be a third generation
starand the cloud of gas and dust fromwhich it formed
was enrichedeven furtherwith heavy elements. Heavy
elements such as carbon, oxygen, silicon, aluminum,
sulfur,nickel, iron, and many more were now available
to form stony planets. In this case, the historicalsubstratethat the evolutionaryalgorithmof star formation
operated on was the mixture of primordialgases and
heavy elements that were producedby past generations
of stars.And it is from this evolutionaryprocess that a
new phenomena arose, the formationof stony planets
like our Earth.

